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D.C. Circuit Sets Dangerous Precedent by
Immunizing Foreign Governments that Commit
Cyber Attacks Against U.S. Companies and Citizens
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A

fter years of coping with escalating
risks posed by private cyber criminals,
U.S. businesses, citizens and residents
have recently faced mounting risk of cyberattack from government actors. Indeed, the
news is full of accounts of state actors including Russia and China allegedly hacking the
computer systems of private companies in the
United States.
Lawmakers have responded to these
threats by enacting laws such as the federal
Computer Fraud and Abuse Act and various
state laws that punish perpetrators of cyberattacks. Despite these efforts, on May 24, 2016,
the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia issued a decision that substantially
curtailed the ability of American companies
and citizens to sue public entities, such as
foreign governments, that perpetrate harmful cyberattacks here in the United States. On
March 14, 2017, the U.S. Court of Appeals for

the District of Columbia Circuit affirmed that
decision. These decisions immunize foreign
governments from liability under the Foreign
Sovereign Immunities Act even when the foreign government specifically directs its cyberattacks against U.S. companies, residents and
citizens, as long as the intent to commit the
crime occurred abroad.
These decisions hurt American businesses
and citizens for the benefit of countries that intentionally target the United States. The law is
not as clear as the D.C. courts described it, and
future victims of cyberattacks should not be
discouraged from pursuing their claims notwithstanding the D.C. Circuit’s ruling.
In the case before the D.C. Circuit, Doe v.
Fed. Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, 189 F. Supp.
3d 6, 9-11 (D.D.C. 2016), a U.S. citizen born in
Ethiopia and living in the United States sued
Ethiopia, alleging that his computer, located
in Maryland, became infected with a com-
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puter program known as FinSpy. According to the complaint, FinSpy is a system for
monitoring and gathering information from
electronic devices, including computers and
mobile phones, without the knowledge of the
device’s user. It is allegedly sold exclusively to
government agencies and is not available to
the general public. Doe attributed the FinSpy
infection of his computer to an email sent by
Ethiopia, but the email was not sent to him
from within the United States.
According to the complaint, the email contained a Trojan horse attachment that tricked
Doe into opening it, resulting in the installation of the FinSpy software. FinSpy is able to
extract saved passwords from different programs and can record internet telephone calls.
Doe alleged that once FinSpy infected his
computer, it began recording the activities
undertaken by users of the computer, including Doe and members of his family. Doe also
alleged that the FinSpy software installed on
his computer communicated with a computer
server located in Ethiopia.
The complaint contained two counts: a
claim under the Wiretap Act, alleging that
Ethiopia illicitly intercepted Doe’s data, and
a claim under Maryland state tort law for intrusion upon seclusion, alleging that Ethiopia
unlawfully monitored and recorded Doe’s and
his family’s private computer activities.
Doe alleged that Ethiopia was not immune
from suit for its hack under the noncommercial
tort exception in the FSIA. That exception provides that foreign governments are not immune
from suit for cases “in which money damages
are sought against a foreign state for personal
injury or death, or damage to or loss of property,
occurring in the United States and caused by the
tortious act or omission of that foreign state or
of any official or employee of that foreign state
while acting within the scope of his office or employment.” 28 U.S.C. § 1605(a)(5).
There are two statutory exceptions to
the noncommercial tort exception. The first,
known as the discretionary function exception, provides that a foreign state’s immunity is not waived with respect to “any claims
based upon the exercise [of] a discretionary
function.” See 28 U.S.C. § 1605(a)(5)(A). The second provides that immunity is not waived for

“any claim arising out of malicious prosecution, abuse of process, libel, slander, misrepresentation, deceit, or interference with contract
rights.” See id. § 1605(a)(5)(B).
After analyzing the noncommercial tort exception under the FSIA, the District Court dismissed the case against Ethiopia based upon a
non-textual, judge-made interpretation of this
exception, the so-called “entire tort” rule. Under that rule, even if a foreign state purposefully directs its conduct toward the United States
with the intent to harm U.S. citizens, the foreign
state is immune from suit unless the “entire
tort,” not just the injury, occurs in the United
States. The District Court acknowledged that
the “entire tort” rule was at odds with the plain
text of the FSIA, that only the “personal injury
or death, or damage to or loss of property” has
to “occur[] in the United States.” In addition,
it also is bad policy. A clever foreign country
would simply ensure that part of its conduct,
designed to injure Americans, occurred outside the United States.
Nevertheless, despite the strong textual and
policy arguments against application of the entire tort rule, the District Court felt compelled
to follow it in light of the legislative history of
the FSIA, which suggests that the tort exception was primarily enacted to allow redress for
traffic accidents occurring in the United States
(even though courts consistently hold that
legislative history should not be analyzed if a
statute is clear on its face). The D.C. Circuit affirmed on the same grounds — that the entire
tort did not occur in the United States.
These two courts glossed over the plain
language of the tort exception that supports
a broader application. For example, as the
District Court briefly mentioned, the tort exception is written in a way that only requires
the resulting injury, not the conduct to occur
in the United States for liability to attach. See
§ 1605(a)(5). Further, there are other textual
clues that Congress intended the noncommercial tort exception to apply to torts that
cause injury in the United States, regardless
of where the conduct occurs. For example,
the noncommercial tort exception states that
it does not apply to “any claim arising out
of malicious prosecution [or] abuse of process.” If U.S. Congress intended to create the
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entire tort rule, why would it carve out torts
of malicious prosecution and abuse of process? Indeed, it is hard to imagine a situation
where a foreign country brings a frivolous
criminal case against an individual from
entirely within the United States. The entire
tort rule is more like a rewriting rather than
a reasonable interpretation of the noncommercial tort exception.
The D.C. Circuit decision also attempted
to distinguish two cases, Letelier v. Republic of
Chile, 488 F. Supp. 665 (D.D.C. 1980) and Liu v.
Republic of China, 892 F.2d 1419 (9th Cir. 1989),
where foreign states were subject to suit in the
United States even though their “officials or
employees” did not act here. The noncommercial tort exception specifically waives the immunity of foreign states for torts committed by
“any official or employee.” In Letelier and Liu,
the foreign state was not immune even though
the tortious acts committed in the United States
were allegedly carried out by agents, not an “official or employee” of the state. The D.C. Circuit

decision glossed over this important point in
distinguishing these cases.
Most importantly though, as discussed
above, the Doe line of cases ignores the
huge policy implications that will impact
American companies and citizens for years
to come. If countries can perpetrate widescale cyberattacks against U.S. companies
and citizens without repercussion, all of us
are at risk. This will impact how sensitive
information is stored, how much insurance
will cost to protect against these attacks,
and how everyday Americans will protect
their personal identifying information, and
will raise the cost of doing business of U.S.
companies for the benefit of foreign entities. The Doe decisions ignore the realities of
the digital age, where borders are virtually
meaningless, and set up a loophole whereby
a foreign state can intentionally harm Americans in the United States so long as part of
their intentional conduct occurred abroad.
That cannot be the law.
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